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Dear Prof/Dr/Mr/Mrs. Ratna Ekawati, 
 
We have reached a decision regarding your paper submission entitled 
"Implementation of Ethereum Blockchain on Transaction Recording of White 
Sugar Supply Chain Data" to Indonesian Journal of Electrical Engineering and 
Computer Science,  a Scopus indexed journal (SJR 2017: 0.182, Q3 on 
Electrical and Electronic Engineering, Q3 on Computer Networks and 
Communications, Q3 on Hardware and Architecture, Q3 on Signal Processing). 
 
Our decision is: Revisions Required. 
Authors should have made substantial contributions. Read the checklist for 
preparing your paper for publication at: 
http://ijeecs.iaescore.com/index.php/IJEECS/about/editorialPolicies#custom-5. 
Please try to follow the format as closely as possible. Please submit your 
revised paper in MS Word file format (or LATEX source files; ZIP your files 
if you present your paper in LaTeX), refer materials at: 
https://bit.ly/35R6JTs and https://bit.ly/2DxU9MI for further guidelines, 
and submit revised paper within 8 weeks through our online system at same ID 
number (NOT as new submission) on Tab "Review" as "Author Version" file. 
 
Then, your revised paper will be judged for final decision of acceptance or 
rejection. 
 
I look forward for hearing from you 
 
Thank you 
 
Best Regards, 
S. Kadry 
Editor, IJEECS 
ijeecs.iaes@gmail.com 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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2). It is mandatory to present your final paper according to "IMRaDC style" 
format, i.e.: 
     1. INTRODUCTION (I) 
     2. The Proposed Method/Algorithm/Procedure specifically designed 
(optional) 
     3. METHOD (M) 
     4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION (RaD) 
     5. CONCLUSION (C) 
     See http://iaescore.com/gfa/ijeecs.docx 
 
3). Add biographies of authors as our template (include links to the 4 
authors' profiles, do not delete any icons in the template). Provide links 
for all authors to the 4 icons (Scholar, Scopus, Publons and ORCID). It is 
mandatory!! 
 
4). Because tables and figures supplement the text, all tables and figures 
should be referenced in the text. Avoid placing figures and tables before 
their first mention in the text. Authors also must explain what the reader 
should look for when using the table or figure. Focus only on the important 
point the reader should draw from them. Use different PATTERNS (instead of 
ONLY different colors) for presenting different results in your 
figures/graphics. Prepare all your tables strictly adhere the guidelines (do 
NOT as figure). 
 
5). Please ensure that all references have been cited in your text. Use a 
tool such as EndNote, Mendeley, or Zotero for reference management and 
formatting, and choose IEEE style. Each citation should be written in the 
order of appearance in the text in square brackets. For example, the first 
citation [1], the second citation [2], and the third and fourth citations 
[3], [4]. When citing multiple sources at once, the preferred method is to 
list each number separately, in its own brackets, using a comma or dash 
between numbers, as such: [1], [3], [5]. It is not necessary to mention an 
author's name, pages used, or date of publication in the in-text citation. 
Instead, refer to the source with a number in a square bracket, e.g. [9], 
that will then correspond to the full citation in your reference list. 
Examples of in-text citations: 
    This theory was first put forward in 1970 [9]. 
    Zadeh [10] has argued that ... 
    Several recent studies [7], [9], [11]-[15] have suggested that.... 
    ... end of the line for my research [16]. 
 
6). Please present all references as complete as possible and use IEEE style 
(include information of DOIs, volume, number, pages, etc). If it is 
available, DOI information is mandatory!! See 
http://iaescore.com/gfa/ijeecs.docx 
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The complex supply chain system for the sugar agroindustry supply chain 
involves many actors, resulting in the asymmetry of information data. still 
leads to a lack of data transparency. In the past, data traceability could 
not be made efficient at every stage, so the record data transaction was not 
real-time, less accurate, and inefficient coordination between actors. 
Blockchain is one of the technologies in the 4.0 era as a distributed ledger 
technology. It can be transparency, traceability, security, immutability, 
and decentralization. This study aims to design a white sugar agroindustry 
system based on blockchain technology using the SDLC waterfall stage. public 
Ethereum platform with a proof-of-work convention based on the Ropsten 
test-net on the Metamask wallet. The sugar supply chain system that has been 
successfully developed allows consumers to track the purchased sugar 
products based on the transaction hash code sent by the seller. The data 
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of sugarcane (percentage), and the purchase price. A web-based blockchain 
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